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。 m pany Profile 
Electric Powertek Company Ltd. is located in the economic development zone 1n Xinji city, hebei

province, it mainly engaged in the research and development, production and sales of composite 

insulators, drop out fuses, disconnector switches, surge arresters and safety tools under 

500KV.Because of the good service and hard work, the company has been developed a lot since the 

factory established in 1989. For Electric Powertek Company Ltd., the registered capital of is ¥

50,000,000RMB, it covers an area of 20,000 square meters and has four closed workshop and a 

closed test hall. It is equipped with 22 senior technicians and more than 80 other workers. The 

company has 3 sets of 300T injection moulding machines, 7 sets of flat vulcanizing machines, and 

it also has the other rubber mixing and machining and processing associated equipment. It has 27 

sets of test equipment, such as steep wave impulse voltage generator, high voltage test transformer 

and horizontal tension machine, so it can ensure the high quality of the products. 

1n 2002,the company passed the 1809001 quality management system certification, and obtained 

the type test report from the national insulator and arrester quality supervision and inspection 

center. It was rated as the ”commitment unit for safeguarding the legitimate rights and interests of 

consumers＇’ by the consumer associatio『1. For many years in a row, the company has obtained the 

certification letter of qualification and ability of suppliers for composite insulators, disconnector 

switches, drop out fuses and vacuum circuit breakers, and has also achieved the provincial 

pre-examination notice of state grid for the products. 

The company's product sales cover 20 provinces in China, it has won the biddings of state grid 

corporation of China for many years, and has exported to Russia and other countries, all the 

products are well『eceived by customers. 

Electric Powertek Company Ltd. has the advanced production technology, excellent product quality

and good service, with the spirit of integrity and innovation and basing on the long-term 

development, the company looks forward the sincere cooperation with the friends from all walks of 

life. 
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1111 Rod suspension composite insulator 

Rod suspension composite insulato 「S fo 「 high voltage lines a「e suitable fo「 use in polluted a「eas, especially in badly polluted 
a「eas. They have high tensile st「ength and good antifouling pe「fo 「mance, the insulato「S a「e easy to install and to use.They 
adopt standa「d ball and socket coupling st「uctu「e

The company mainly p「oduces 10kv-500kv suspension insulato内 ， and acco 「ding to the diffe「ent needs of use内 ， it also 
P「oduces a variety of suspension insulato「s that a「e suitable fo「 va「ious 「egions and occasions 

Main technical parameters 

Rated Rated Structure Insulating Min nominal Lightning 1 min power 
Type voltage mechanical height distance C「eepage impulse frequency wet 

distance withstand withstand voltage (KV) load(KN) (mm) (mm) (mm) voltage(KV) （阳／）

FXBW4-12/70 12 70 350 180 400 95 45 

FXBW4-24/70 24 70 550 370 850 185 95 

FXBW4-24/100 24 100 570 370 850 185 95 

FXBW4-35/70 36 70 650 450 1000 230 105 

FXBW4-35/100 36 100 670 450 1000 230 105 
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II Composite tensile insulator 

Overview 

Composite tensile insulators are suitable for polluted areas, 
especially in heavy pollu5ted areas. Its high tensile strength, 
good anti-fouling pe斤ormance, easy to install and use, using a 
variety of metal fittings to connect the structure, and compact 
connection to the line fittings. 

End fittings 
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Table of end fitting type 

Adding the SB ST SC BB letters 
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Main technical parameters 

Min nominal Ughtning 

EE 

Eye 
-Eye 

7 7 

I min阳wer
Rated Rated Structure I田ulating

Ty阳 vol国ge mecl旧时臼｜ height dis国nee er四page impulse 行四uency wet 
dis恒nee withs国nd 则由1S国nd vol国ge

(KV) l田d(KN) (mm) (mm) (mm) vol国ge(KV) (KV) 

FNB4-6/70-XX 6 70 310 120 335 60 25 

FNB4-15/70-XX 15 70 390 200 535 110 60 

FNB4-20/70-XX 20 70 430 240 635 130 70 

FNB4-28/70-XX 28 70 510 320 835 180 85 

FNB4-35/70-XX 35 70 590 400 1035 230 95 
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II Composite crossarm insulator 

Overview 

The composite crossarm insulator can effectively use the narrow 

corridor to boost the power, it is suitable for the technical transformation 

of the city network, can reduce the height of the tower, can save a lot 

of manpower, material and financial resources, and has high bending 

strength. It can prevent the breakage accident of porcelain crossarm, 

which is the irreplaceable product of porcelain crossarm. Small size, 

light weight, shock resistance, strong impact resistance, no need for 

manual cleaning, to provide security. 

Main technical parameters 

Rated Rated Structure Insulating 
Min nominal Ughtning I min阳wer

Ty阳 voltage mecl旧时臼｜ height dis国nee er,田page impulse 什四uency wet 
dis田nee withs田nd with筑and vol国ge

(KV) l田d(KN) (mm) (mm) (mm) voltage(KV) （阳）

FS-10/2.5 10 2.5 390 240 370 150 60 

FS-66/5 66 5 1020 800 2000 450 180 

FS-110/10 110 10 1270 1050 2900 550 230 

FS-220/5 220 5 2160 1945 6300 1000 395 

FS-220/8 220 8 2018 1800 6300 1000 395 
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DISCONNECTING SWITCH SERIES 

回Composite disconnecter switch 

Easy to install 

I t ’s in small  size and 
light weight.It's easy to 
ins ta ll.

Main technical parameters 

Galvanized pr。cess

It adopts galvaniz回anticorrosion process 
and has the good conductivity. It ’s reliable to
operate and the anticorrosion perfo『mance
is fine

Silicone rubber mate『ial

silicone rubber insulation material 
is adopted, which not only 『educes
the weight of the pr，创ud in the 
greatest extent, but also has good 
hydrophobic pe厅orrnance

Electrical pe斤ormance tolerance of the product 

Rated Rated current 1.2/SOµs full wave 1.2/SOµs full wave Powe 「 frequency Power frequency 
Type voltage 

(A) impact tole 「anee impact fracture dry withstand humidity tolerance 
(KV) (not less than) toleranα（not voltage ( not less voltage ( not less

(KV) ｜巴s than) (KV) than) (KV) than) (KV) 

HGW9-10/400 10 400 120 ( 90) 140 ( 90) 80 ( 42) 45 ( 34) 

HG W9-1 0/630 10 630 120 ( 75) 140 ( 90) 80 ( 42) 45 ( 34) 

HG W9-1 0/800 10 800 120 ( 75) 140 ( 90) 80 ( 42) 45 ( 34) 

HGW9-0.5/600 0.38 600 140 ( 90) 60 ( 3) 45 ( 2.5) 

HGW9一0.5H/800 0.38 800 140 ( 90) 10 ( 3) 7 ( 2.5)

Insulation c 「eepage
「atio distance 
(not less than) 

(cm KV) 

3.2 

3.2 

3.2 

10 

10 
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B Drop out fuse 

气革

Main technical parameters 

Type Rated voltage 

HRW-15/100(200)-10 

HRW-27/100(200)-10 

H RW-36/ 100(200)-8 

HRW-15/100(200)-12 

HRW-27/100(200)-8 

Suitable for 

Multiple industries 

Widely used in national power grid, 

(KV) 

15 

27 

36 

15 

27 

petrochemical, wind power, machinery, 

construction, com阿1unications and 

other industries 

Rated current 
(A) 

100/200 

100/200 

100/200 

100/200 

100/200 

国家电网
THE STATE GRID 

Fuse Cutout 

问in nominal Power frequency 
Breaking current Impulse voltage creepage wet withstand 

（陆） (BIL)(KV) distance voltage lmin 
(mm) (KV) 

10 110 370 40 

10 150 580 45 

8 170 1080 75 

12 110 370 40 

8 150 580 45 
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